The Foresters Arms

Soft Drinks

Notice
All menu items, descriptions and prices are subject to availability and change without prior notice.

Dietary Information
Please be advised that our food and drinks are prepared in food areas where cross contamination may occur and our menu descriptions do not include all ingredients. If you have any questions, allergies or intolerances,
please let us know before ordering and ensure that a Team member allows you to read our drinks allergens information for each drink, which is available on request.

Fruit Juices
J2O Apple & Mango - 275ml Bottle

J2O Apple & Raspberry - 275ml Bottle

A perfect blend of juicy apple and refreshing mango.

A great combination of juicy apple and sour raspberry.

J2O Orange & Passion Fruit - 275ml Bottle
A sweet combination of orange and passion fruit.

Mixers
Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic - 200ml Bottle

Fever Tree Ginger Ale - 200ml Bottle

Soft, subtle flavours of freshly handpicked elderflower give a perfect balance to the tonic's natural quinine.

By using a unique blend of three of the world's finest naturally sourced gingers, subtle botanical flavours
and spring water, Fever Tree has created a delicious Ginger Ale with an authentic and refreshing taste and
aroma. Perfectly balanced to enhance the flavour notes of the finest whiskies, bourbons and rums.

Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic - 200ml Bottle

Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic – 200ml Bottle

By blending the essential oils from the flowers, fruits and herbs that they have gathered from around the
Mediterranean shores with highest-quality quinine from the 'fever trees' of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Fever Tree has created a delicate, floral tonic water.

Made using South American angostura bark, perfectly balanced with sweet, spicy notes of cardamom,
ginger, vanilla and pimento berry.

Fever-Tree Indian Tonic Water – 200ml Bottle

Fever-Tree Refreshingly Light Tonic Water – 200ml Bottle

Uniquely fresh tasting with subtle & supportive citrus notes that are perfectly balanced by naturally
sourced quinine.

By using fruit sugars, Fever-Tree has created a naturally sourced, low calorie tonic with 46% fewer calories.

Sparkling
Appletiser - 275ml Bottle

Coca Cola Classic Icon - 330ml Bottle

With its clear, golden appearance, this refreshing sparkling fruit juice is a delight to enjoy on its own or as a
mixer.

The real thing since 1886, nothing refreshes like Coca-Cola Classic in the classic glass bottle.

Diet Coca Cola Classic Icon - 330ml Bottle
The diet version of the Classic Icon Coca Cola glass bottle

